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Which Word Where?
This week, we are spelling words that end in ‘ar’ and ‘er’. Can you match the correct word into 
the correct sentence?

1.	 The new SPaG packs really help me to understand the challenging  ____________________ 
elements	of	Year	4.

2.	 “Is there a ____________________ shade of green you would like in the bathroom?” the decorator 
asked the elderly man.

3.	 In order to ____________________ the brave, selfless soldiers who have died in past and present 
wars, we wear poppies.

4.	 It is essential to ____________________ the consequences of your action before you undertake it. 

5.	 “Sebastian is an extremely ____________________ boy at school who works hard and enjoys lots 
of sports” Mr Watson told Sebastian’s proud parents at parents’ evening. popular

6.	 When you are studying, it is vital that you have  ____________________ breaks to help you 
maintain your concentration. 

7.	 While the majority of the class had passed their spelling test, a ____________________ still had 
more practise to do.

8.	 Every ____________________	is	divisible	by	1.

9.	 An anteater really is a most ____________________ looking creature.

10.	Although Fred has a lovely ____________________ with picturesque countryside photos on each 
month, he never writes down his important appointments on it.

calendar regular peculiar consider quarter

grammar particular popular remember integer

Make a list of all the adjectives used in the sentences.
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Which Word Where? Answers

particular

grammar

remember

consider

popular

regular

quarter

integer

peculiar

calendar

New, challenging, particular, green, elderly, brave, selfless, past, present, essential, 
popular, hard, proud, vital, regular, peculiar, lovely, picturesque, important.


